We propose a method for motion control of a redundant manipulator on a flexible base. Manipulator selfmotion is determined from a velocity-level additional constraint obtained from base vibration dynamics. End-effector path tracking is ensured via pseudoinverse-based velocity control. In this way, algorithmic singularities associated with the additional constraint are avoided. The vibration suppression control component is derived via the SingularityConsistent method, which aleviates destabilization during vibration suppression in the vicinity of kinematic singularities. Experimental data from a 3R planar manipulator on a flexible base confirmed the feasibility of the proposed method.
Introduction
Many studies on flexible-base manipulators, or macromini manipulators 1 , have focused on applications in space robotics (see e.g. [1] ). We previously developed the Reaction Null-Space concept applied to motion planning and control of single-arm [2] and dual-arm [3] flexible-base manipulators. Based on this concept, we decomposed joint space to achieve dynamic decoupling between the macro and mini subsystems -suppressing vibration in the macro subsystem efficiently and generating reactionless motions. The reaction null-space concept was also applied to derive an adaptive vibration suppression control law [4] .
Note, however, that in a single-arm manipulator, reactionless motion control implies that end-effector movement is confined to a specific path determined by the initial configuration. A few possible approaches to the problem have been proposed, based on dynamic redundancy and/or kinematic redundancy [2] . Dynamic redundancy was examined using the dual-arm flexible-base manip- 1 . The macro manipulator plays the role of the flexible base. ulator, with one arm operated as a manipulation (loadcarrying) arm and the other was used solely to compensate for deflection in the flexible base. Unfortunately, the dual-arm scenario raises another problem: compensation maneuvers leading to unavoidable collisions between the two arms.
Using kinematic redundancy for simultaneous end-tip and base motion control has been proposed [5, 6] for freeflying space robots. A redundant mini manipulator was used in [7] to compensate for elastic deflections of a flexible-link macro subsystem.
The problem of end-effector motion control combined with vibration suppression was also addressed [8] . Vibration suppression control was derived from the manipulator Jacobian null space of the redundant mini subsystem. To avoid velocity build-up, multi-criteria were optimized, but this is computationally inefficient. We developed a control law for a flexible-base redundant manipulator based on the reaction null-space concept [9] . Although vibration was effectively suppressed, the imposed vibration suppression constraint lead to the appearance of algorithmic singularities located inside the workspace. It is not physically possible, however, to suppress vibration in such manipulator configurations [10] .
Here we propose a control law combining effective vibration suppression control based on the SingularityConsistent method [11] , with pseudoinverse-based endtip motion control that avoids algorithmic singularities. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the background. Section 3 details the singularity-consistent solution to vibration suppression. Section 4 introduces Jacobian pseudoinverse-based modification of the main solution. Section 5 discusses experiments and implementation of the method. Section 6 presents experimental data and Section 7 lists conclusions.
Background

Reaction Null-Space Concept
The equation of motion of a manipulator on a flexible base with positional and orientational deflection Δξ ξ ξ ¾ ℜ k , is written as follows [2] :
where No external force acts either on the base or manipulator. Under simplifying assumptions [2] , the equation of motion is linearized around the base equilibrium, as follows:
Control acceleration is chosen as:
where G b is a positive definite constant matrix and H · bm H bm µ 0, damping is controlled by appropriately choosing matrix G b . Note that the second term on the RHS of the above equation stands for reaction null-space. The term was used to ensure the desired end-effector motion constraint [2] .
The control law for vibration suppression can be adapted to manipulators driven under velocity control [2] . To do so, integrate Eq. (3) without the reaction null-space term to obtain:
We assumed matrix H · bm , a function of joint angles, to be constant. This is justified because base vibration dynamics are much faster than manipulator dynamics.
Redundancy Resolution Through Vibration Suppression Constraint
We developed control equations in terms of velocities because many joint-level controllers function in velocity control mode.
The imposed end-effector velocity constraint is as follows: ν ν ν e J´qµq . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (5) where ν ν ν e ¾ ℜ m denotes manipulator end-effector twist, and J´qµ ¾ ℜ m¢n is the manipulator Jacobian. This equation is underdetermined, and the set of solutions is expressed as: q J ·´q µν ν ν e · I J ·´q µJ´qµµζ ζ ζ V . . . . . (6) where ζ ζ ζ V denotes an arbitrary n-vector.
Unique joint velocity is determined from the above equation in different ways [12] . We impose an additional constraint, derived from the vibration suppression condition (4):
Assume that dimension k of base deflection space equals the degree of redundancy of the manipulator, i.e., k n m. Combining the imposed end-effector velocity constraint (5) with the above additional constraint, we obtain:
where J vs
The unique joint velocity solution is then written as:
Singularity-Consistent Solution
Although the solution for the joint velocity vector was obtained straightforwardly, note that the system is destabilized if matrix J vs becomes singular.
Algorithmic Singularity Analysis
Condition det J vs 0 means that the linear system (8) becomes singular. When displayed in workspace, singularities are mapped to both isolated points and continua. A well-known subclass of singularities is kinematic singularities, defined by condition detJJ T 0. For articulated manipulators, these appear mainly at workspace boundaries. Other singularities, called algorithmic singularities, are located within workspace, significantly hindering the task planning problem.
Example : Consider a 3-degree-of-freedom (DOF) planar manipulator on a flexible base (Fig. 1) . The set of algorithmic singularities is graphically displayed within the workspace (Fig. 2) . Curves are parameterized by the q 1 joint angle: the figure at left shows the set of algorithmic singularities for q 1 0 AE , and that at right -for q 1 45 AE .
The system destabilizes if the end-tip approaches a singularity curve.
Homogeneous Velocity Equation
To cope with the singularity problem, we rewrite the joint velocity solution based on the singularity-consistent method [11] , representing the end-effector twist as: (10) where t £ is the normalized end-effector twist andq £ is twist magnitude. We compose a column-augmented Jacobian-based velocity equation as follows:
Column-augmented Jacobian matrixJ vs is n ¢´n·2µ and its kernel contains two nonzero vectors at nondegenerate configurations (full rank ofJ vs ). The set of solutions to the homogeneous equation is obtained as: 15), the joint velocity obtained will be the same as that in Eq. (9), and the system may destabilize around singularities. One way to deal with this problem is by appropriately choosing arbitrary scalars b m and b b -the essence of the singularity-consistent method. We sacrifice performance in end-effector speed along the desired path and in vibration suppression, but gain overall stability.
Note an important property of the above solution: the b m n m component restricts manipulator motion conservatively due to the reaction null-space constraint. Algorithmic singularities appear as a consequence of this constraint. In our 3-DOF manipulator, the reaction null-space constraint restricts CoM to moving only in the direction of y, while the end-tip tracks the reference circular arc (see Fig. 3 ). This is not desirable because an algorithmic singularity will inevitably be reached [9] . kinematics solution for kinematically redundant manipulators, it is concluded that the two components of joint velocity are orthogonal [12] . Their mutual interference is thus minimized, and we expect that the vibration suppression constraint will be enforced constantly during endeffector motion but without disturbing it.
Pseudoinverse-Based Solution
Experimental System
Our experimental setup, TREP-R (Fig. 4) is planar, consisting of a 3R rigid arm manipulator attached to the free end of an elastic double beam representing the flexible base. Due to the design, we assume that the base deflects only longitudinally, so the reaction moment and the reaction force component along the transverse axis of the base can be neglected as a disturbance. The deflection of the flexible base is measured by a strain gauge. Manipulator motor controllers operate in velocity control mode.
Dynamic TREP-R model
In the system model ( Fig. 1) arm and base parameters are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The natural angular frequency, damping ratio, and base stiffness were estimated using the logarithmic decrement applied to damped free vibration experimental data. Natural angular frequency is 12 66 rad/s and the damping ratio is 0 011. Note that the reference path is designed as a circular arc of radius r, centered at´x c y c µ. The end-tip twist magnitude is represented by the rate of change of arc angleq £ . 
TREP-R velocity control
There is one degree of redundancy because the manipulator has 3-DOF (n 3) and we control the positioning of the end-tip (m 2). This means that k 1. As stated, only longitudinal base deflection is considered. Matrix J vs is 3 ¢ 3. The additional constraint for vibration suppression, as in Eq. (7), becomes: 
. . . . (20) where v denotes the end-tip velocity vector. The "hat" stands for a unit vector (i.e., end-tip velocity direction in this case). 
Experiments
In our two experiments, the end-tip should track a full circle of radius 0.08 m for 6 seconds, starting with initial configuration q 139 AE 53 AE 60 AE T . Feedback gain matrix K is a diagonal matrix, and both elements are set to 10 s 1 . The sampling time interval is set to 1 ms.
In the first experiment, scalar b b was set to zero, i.e., no vibration suppression invoked, so results (Fig. 6) show the path tracking performance under pseudoinverse control alone. The base deflection graph shows that, initially, only slight vibrations were induced. When the end-tip passed close to the kinematic singularity, confirmed from the kinematic singularity (KS) determinant graph (i.e., the graph displays detJJ T ), large vibrations were induced. These vibrations were not suppressed, as expected.
In the second simulation, vibration suppression was enabled via a nonzero b b . Best performance is achievable when b b is derived from Eq. (17). Here, however, b b was set to a nonzero constant, b b 2 m 3 s 1 , to avoid destabilization around the kinematic singularity. The vibration suppression gain was set at g b 10 s 1 .
The base deflection graph shows that the base deflects significantly near the kinematic singularity, as in the first experiment, but thereafter vibrations are suppressed (Fig. 7) . The system does not destabilize, despite crossing the algorithmic singularity (AS determinant graph, showing that det J vs changes sign at 2 ms).
Conclusions
We have shown that kinematic redundancy is helpful in reducing vibration in flexible-base manipulators. The end-tip of the manipulator tracks the reference path while redundancy is being resolved through an additional constraint derived from base vibration dynamics. We focused here on algorithmic singularities induced by the additional constraint. We concluded that the center of mass motion should not be restricted conservatively, and showed this is achieved using the pseudoinverse, to ensure also proper end-tip motion control.
Unfortunately, end-tip path tracking under pseudoinverse control destabilizes the system, inducing large vi- brations around kinematic singularities. We suppressed these large vibrations by using a vibration suppression joint velocity component, derived via the singularityconsistent method. 
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